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ABSTRACT. 

The electronic properties of the coordination complex nickel (II) bis-n-propylxanthate, 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, were studied by a combination of complementary experimental 

(both laboratory and synchrotron based techniques) and theoretical methods. Energy 

differences between HOMOs and LUMOs were determined from UV-visible spectroscopy. 

The assignment of the transitions were performed with the aid of TD-DFT calculations and 

based in symmetry considerations. The analysis of the Raman excitation profiles of selected 

vibrational modes of the complex, taken in resonance with a particular electronic transition, 

was found to reinforce the electronic assignment. Experimental binding energies of inner and 

core electrons were determined by PES measurements. Ni K-edge, S K-edge, Ni L-edge, O 

K-edge and C K-edge XANES spectra were interpreted in terms of the promotion of core 

electrons to unoccupied electronic levels. An experimental quantitative molecular orbital 

diagram was constructed using the information extracted from the different techniques. 

 

KEYWORDS. X-ray absorption spectroscopy; Resonance Raman spectroscopy; 

Photoelectron spectroscopy; UV-visible spectroscopy  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge of the electronic structure of coordination compounds is essential to 

understand their reactivity. Nowadays, several spectroscopic techniques, particularly 

synchrotron-based methods, are available to study the electronic structure of coordination 

complexes and related materials [1]. For example, photoelectron spectroscopy, PES, allows 

the determination of experimental binding energies of valence or core electrons. In X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS), particularly in X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 

(XANES) spectroscopy, core electrons are promoted to unoccupied electronic levels. XANES 

provides structural (local symmetry) and electronic information of the absorbing elements 

since it is very sensitive to the local bonding environment, such as the number of valence 

electrons, their spin configurations, the formal charge of the absorber and the symmetry and 

coordination number (chemical nature and geometrical arrangement of the ligands) [2-5]. 

Our research group has been interested during the last years in the preparation of xanthate 

(‒OC(S)S‒) compounds and coordination complexes with xanthate ligands (see for example 

references 6 and 7 and references cited therein), motivated in their wide variety of 

applications. Recently, coordination complexes with a general formula Ni(ROC(S)S)2 were 

used in the preparation of NiS nanoparticles and thin films, with applications in 

semiconductor materials, heterogeneous catalysis, and photogalvanic cells [8,9]. Another 

interesting property of the xanthate compounds is their ability as activators in froth flotation 

processes, used to improve the recovery [10,11]. Xanthate salts, xanthogen compounds, and 

their metal coordination complexes have been also receive special attention regarding their 

potential pharmacological uses. Studies of their antiviral, antibacterial, antitumoral, and 

antioxidant properties, between others, have been reported [12-17]. 
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In this work, and as part of a general project aimed to the detailed electronic structure 

determination of different xanthate compounds, we present the study of nickel (II) bis-n-

propylxanthate, Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, through a combination of complementary 

experimental techniques and theoretical methods. The single-crystal structure of the complex 

was previously reported [18,19], with the two bidentate ligands coordinating the Ni(II) ion in 

a square-planar geometry. The whole complex belongs to the C2 symmetry point group, while 

the central ‒OCS2NiS2CO‒ moiety presents a local symmetry that can be assumed as D2h. 

Four different types of experimental techniques were used in this work to study the 

electronic structure of the title complex, two of them using synchrotron-based methods (PES 

and XANES) and the other two with laboratory-based techniques (UV-visible and resonance 

Raman spectroscopy). In the first place of the Discussion Section, results of the UV-visible 

spectroscopy are presented. The absorption bands of the spectra were interpreted, with the aid 

of TD-DFT calculations, in terms of transitions between valence occupied molecular orbitals 

(HOMOs) and low-energy unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs). Secondly, Raman 

spectra in resonance with one of the electronic transition were analyzed. The identification of 

the enhanced vibrational modes in the Raman excitation profile was used as a useful criterion 

to reinforce the previous electronic assignment. Experimental binding energies of shallow 

and core electrons were determined by PES measurements performed in SOLEIL synchrotron 

facility. XANES spectra, presented at the end of the Discussion section, were taken during 

one campaign to SOLEIL (for C K-edge, O K-edge, and Ni L-edge electrons), and two 

campaigns to LNLS (for S K-edge and Ni K-edge electrons). These results were interpreted 

in terms of a promotion of core electrons to unoccupied electronic levels. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
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2.1. Materials 

Reagents (CH3(CH2)2OH, CS2, KOH and NiCl2.6H2O) were purchased reagent grade and 

used without further purification. Solvents (CH3CH2OCH2CH3, CH3C(O)CH3, CCl4, CHCl3, 

CH3OH and CH3CN) were dried using molecular sieves and subsequently distilled. 

Potassium n-propylxanthate, CH3(CH2)2OC(S)SK, was prepared and purified according to 

literature procedures from KOH, CS2, and the corresponding alcohol, CH3(CH2)2OH [20]. 

 

2.2. Synthesis 

Nickel (II) bis-n-propylxanthate, Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, was synthesized by treatment of 

K
+
[CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S


] with NiCl2.6H2O in acetone solution, as reported previously, 

according with the following equation [18,21]:
 

 

CH3(CH2)2OH + CS2 + KOH → K
+
[CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S]

‒
 + H2O 

2 CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S
‒
 + Ni

2+
 → Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 

 

The reaction mixture was kept under constant stirring at room temperature for two hours, 

after which the mixture was filtered and a dark green translucent solution was obtained. The 

solvent was allowed to slowly evaporate until olive green crystals were obtained. The final 

purity was assayed by FTIR and FTRaman. 

 

2.3. UV-visible spectroscopy 

The UV-visible spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 were recorded in solution, using 

solvents with different polarities, in the region from 190 to 900 nm at room temperature 

either on a Hewlett Packard 8452A or on a Shimazdu UV-2600 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. 

The experimental oscillator strength of a transition (fnm) was calculated with eq. 1, 
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where ε is the molar absorptivity (L.mol
-1

.cm
-1

), ω the wavenumber (cm
-1

), me the electron 

mass, h the Planck´s constant, c the speed of light, NA the Avogadro´s number and ε0 the 

vacuum permittivity. The integrated intensity of a band, ∫band ε(ω) dω, also called integrated 

molar extinction coefficient, is the area under the absorption band of a defined ω interval, 

represented as molar absorptivity, ε (ω), versus ω [22-25]. 

 

2.4. FTIR spectroscopy 

The FTIR spectrum was recorded on a Nexus Nicolet instrument equipped with either an 

MCTB or a DTGS detector (for the ranges 4000–400 cm
-1

 or 600–100 cm
-1

, respectively) at 

room temperature and with a resolution of 4 cm
-1

. A total of 32 scans for each measurement 

were accumulated. The solid compound was measured in KBr (range 4000–400 cm
-1

) and 

polyethylene (range 600–100 cm
-1

) pellets. 

 

2.5. Raman spectroscopy 

The FTRaman spectrum was measured in a Bruker IFS 66 FT-Raman spectrometer, using a 

FRA 106 Raman accessory, with a resolution of 4 cm
-1

, in the region between 3500 and 100 

cm
-1

. The sample, placed in a sealed 2 mm diameter glass capillary, was excited with a 1064 

nm Nd-YAG laser. A Raman triple grating Horiba Jobin Yvon T64000 spectrometer system, 

with a confocal microscope, CCD detector and Ar
+
 and Kr

+
 multiline Coherent lasers, was 

also used to record Raman spectra of the sample, using either a metal carrier or 5 mm 

diameter glass tubes. The wavenumbers were calibrated with the 459 cm
-1

 band of CCl4. 

The resonance or pre-resonance Raman effect was investigated using the dispersive 

spectrometer, and eight different excitation lines from the argon laser, with wavelengths 
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between 528.7 and 457.9 nm and a 647.1 nm line of the krypton laser. CH3C(O)CH3 was 

employed as internal standard for the resonance Raman study. Raman spectra of the pure 

compound and in acetone solutions were measured. The Raman excitation profiles were built 

from the relative intensities of selected bands of the compound with respect to different 

Raman bands of acetone (786, 529 and 1069 cm
-1

). 

 

2.6. Synchrotron techniques 

Three campaigns were needed to perform the atomic measurements, one in France using 

the SOLEIL facilities and two in Brazil at the LNLS synchrotron. 

The ANTARES beamline of the French National Synchrotron Facility, SOLEIL, designed 

for complete electronic structure determination using scanning-angle-resolved photoemission 

spectromicroscopy combined with a local structural characterization by means of Nanoscale 

Angle Resolved Photo Emission Spectroscopy (Nano-ARPES) measurements and X-Ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), was used to measure the XANES spectra at the K (1s) edge 

of the carbon and oxygen atoms, and the nickel L (2p) edge. This beamline has a Planar 

Grating Monochromator (PGM) without entrance slits, using plane gratings with varied line 

spacing (VLS) and variable groove depth (VGP), and two detectors, a high energy and angle 

resolution kinetic energy electron analyzer (Scienta R4000) and a low energy fluorescence 

detector. The Scienta R4000 was used for measurements of photoelectron spectroscopy. The 

spectral resolution of the beamline is E/E > 20000 (10-150 eV) and E/E > 10000 (150-

1000 eV) [26,27]. 

The XANES spectra at the K (1s) edge of sulfur atoms were measured at the DO4A-SXS 

(Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy) beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, LNLS, 

in Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil, that operates at the soft X ray region (from 900 to 5500 eV). 

During the experiments, a Si (111) monochromator was used and the pressure was 
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maintained below 5x10
-8

 mbar. The resolution was ΔE = 0.45 eV at 900 eV (E/ΔE = 2000) 

and ΔE = 0.9 eV at 5500 eV (E/ΔE = 6000). The experimental chamber consists of a single 

camera for multiple samples, operating under a pressure of 10
-7

 mbar, and with three 

detection modes available: Total electron yield (TEY), Fluorescence yield (FY) and 

Transmission. A Keitlhey electrometer, model 6514 and 617, was used as the detection 

system for the TEY measurements [28-30]. 

The DO4B-XAFS1 beamline of the LNLS, that deliver photons in the hard X ray energy 

range between 4000 and 24000 eV, was used to measure the K (1s) edge of the nickel atom. 

The beamline is composed by a Si (111) monochromator with a resolution of ΔE/E = 1.31 x 

10
-4

 and an X ray eye detector [31].
 

 

2.6.1. Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES) 

The photoelectron spectra were measured at the ANTARES beamline of the SOLEIL 

facility using different excitation energies in the range between 1000 and 100 eV. The kinetic 

energies (EC) of electrons ionized from core and inner shells of carbon, oxygen, sulfur and 

nickel atoms, as well as from valence molecular orbitals, were measured at 6 °C, to reduce 

the surface charge effect occurring at higher temperatures. The value of the work function (φ) 

was estimated for each spectrum from cutting the tangents to the baseline and to the peak 

corresponding to the kinetic energy closest to the excitation energy [32,33]. The binding 

energy (EB) of each electron was then calculated using eq. 2: 

 

where h corresponds to the excitation energy. 

 

2.6.2. X Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) Spectroscopy 
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The XANES spectra were recorded on TEY mode in different energy regions. To ensure 

reproducibility and increase the signal to noise ratio, 5 to 10 spectra taken in identical 

conditions were averaged. The background was corrected in all spectra by adjusting a 

polynomial in the region prior to the ionization potential and subtracting this polynomial to 

the entire spectrum. The normalization of the data was carried out by fitting a straight line or 

plane polynomial in the post-threshold region and normalizing the jump to 1.0 using the 

ATHENA program included in the FDMNES software [34,35]. Once measured and 

normalized each XANES spectra, the first and second derivatives were analyzed in order to 

properly locate the position of each of the resonance present in the spectra [36]. 

XANES spectra in the energy regions of excitation of the 1s electrons (K-edge) of carbon 

and oxygen atoms and also of nickel 2p electrons (L-edge) were carried out at 157 °C. Solid 

samples were placed with a double-sided carbon tape on a metal holder. Each measurement 

was performed in the range of 270-310 eV for C 1s electrons, 520-600 eV for O 1s electrons 

and 840-900 eV for Ni 2p electrons with an energy step between 0.08 and 0.20 eV. The 

XANES spectra in the region of excitation of the 1s electrons (K-edge) of sulfur were 

recorded at room temperature. Solid samples were ground to a fine powder with an agate 

mortar and pestle, and placed on a double-sided sulfur free carbon tape. Energy was 

calibrated with the 2520 eV value of the excitation energy of the Mo 1s electrons (K-edge). 

Each spectrum was measured in the 2430-2530 eV energy range, with a step of 0.08 eV. 

XANES spectra of the 1s electrons (K) of nickel atoms were taken at room temperature. 

Tablets of uniform shape and of 1 mm thickness, obtained from solid samples diluted in 

boron nitride, were placed in a sample holder. Energy was calibrated with the 8332.8 eV 

value of the excitation energy of a nickel foil, measured simultaneously with the sample. 

 

2.7. Theoretical calculations 
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All quantum chemical calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 program system 

[37], using the B3LYP method in combination with a 6-31+G* basis set. Geometry 

optimization was sought using standard gradient techniques by simultaneous relaxation of all 

geometrical parameters, starting from the experimental structure determined by crystal X ray 

diffraction analysis [18,19]. The calculated vibrational properties correspond to a potential 

energy minimum for which no imaginary frequency was found. The obtained vibrational 

frequencies were scaled as follows: 0.94367* + 24.84003 [38], giving a very good 

correlation with experimental results. The electronic spectrum for the previously optimized 

structure was simulated using the TD-DFT formalisms, with a maximum of 100 states and S 

= 1 [39,40]. 

The calculated electronic spectrum was visualized using the GaussSum 2.2 program [41].
 

The results from theoretical calculations, especially the animation of the vibrational 

displacement vectors and the representation of molecular orbitals were pictured using the 

graphical interface GaussView for Gaussian programs [42].
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1. Electronic absorption spectroscopy 

The UV–visible spectra of the nickel complex was measured in solutions of several 

concentrations in solvents with different polarities (chloroform, acetone and acetonitrile), as 

shown in Figure 1. A list of absorption maxima of the spectra taken in CH3CN solutions is 

presented in Table 1, while Table S1 of the Supplementary Information contains the 

comparison of the UV-visible absorption maxima in solutions of different solvents. The 

molar absorptivities (ε) for each peak (calculated from the absorbance vs. concentration plots 

in all cases with the exception of the one corresponding to the low-intensity 636 nm 
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absorption that was estimated from the spectrum of the most concentrated solution only) and 

the experimental oscillator strength (calculated with eq. 1 of the Experimental Section), are 

also included in the table. The maxima in the spectra correspond to electronic transition, 

which can be approximated as the energy difference between occupied valence molecular 

orbitals (HOMOs) and virtual unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs). To help the 

interpretation and assignment of the electronic transitions, TD-DFT calculations with the 

B3LYP/6-31+G* approximation were performed. The optimized structure, obtained using the 

X ray single crystal structure as input [18,19], belongs to the C2 symmetry point group. 

However, and as presented below, the UV-visible spectra were interpreted trough electronic 

transitions involving molecular orbitals localized only in the ‒OCS2NiS2CO‒ moiety, which 

has a local symmetry that can be assumed as D2h (strictly in the computed structure there is a 

slight deviation from this symmetry since the nickel atom is not exactly in the plane formed 

by the four sulfur atoms). For this reason, the analysis of the symmetry of the molecular 

orbitals used for the interpretation of the electronic spectra was performed on the basis of the 

D2h point group. 
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Figure 1. UV-visible spectra of Ni(CH3CH2CH2OC(S)S)2 in solution of CH3CN (top), 

CH3C(O)CH3 (middle) and HCCl3 (bottom).
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Table 1. Wavelenght (λ, nm), molar absorptivities (ε, L.mol
-1

.cm
-1

) and experimental 

oscillator strength (fnm) of the absorption maxima of the UV-Visible spectra of 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 in CH3CN solution, TD-B3LYP/6-31+G* calculated electronic 

transitions (λ, nm), theoretical oscillator strength (f) and tentative assignment of the bands 

Experimental (in CH3CN solution) 

TD-B3LYP / 6-

31+G* 

Assignment 

λ / nm 

[ε / L.mol
-1

.cm
-1

] 

fnm
[a]

 

λ 
[b] 

/ 

nm 

f 

Electronic transition 

[c]
 

Approximate 

description 

218 

[34000] 

0.73 216 0.19 

HOMO-10 

LUMO+1 

B3g B1u 

 SNi → * OCS2 

252 

[17000] 

0.25 251 0.23 

HOMO-7 LUMO 

B3u B1g 

S 3p → * SNi 

316 

[33000] 

0.58 

322 0.34 

HOMO-4 LUMO 

B2u B1g 

S 3p → * SNi 

331 0.28 

HOMO-3 

LUMO+2 

Au  B2g 

S 3pz→ * OCS2 

386 

shoulder 

- 363 0.03 

HOMO-5 LUMO 

B3g B1g 

 NiS → * SNi 
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414 

[2750] 

0.03 411 0.04 

HOMO-2 

LUMO+1 

B2g B1u 

* NiS2CO → * 

OCS2 

474 

[1500] 

0.01 481 0.02 

HOMO LUMO+1 

B3g B1u 

* SNi → * OCS2 

638 

[80] 

- 635 0.0002 

HOMO LUMO 

B3g B1g 

* SNi → * SNi 

[a] 
calculated from eq. 1 (Experimental Section). 

[b]
 scaled using a nonlinear curve Fit (logistic model)  y = A2 + (A1-A2)/(1 + (X.X0

-1
)
p
), 

where A1 = 56, A2 = 699, X0 = 313 and p = 2.5 with an Adj. R-Square = 0.9915. 

[c]
 a D2h local symmetry was considered for the assignment. 

 

Figure 2 shows an schematic representation of selected molecular orbitals of 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, calculated with the TD-B3LYP/6-31+G* approximation, together 

with an approximate description and the symmetry of the orbitals. The calculated 

wavenumbers for the most relevant one-electron transitions are listed in Table 1, together 

with the theoretical oscillator strength (f). The calculated UV-visible spectrum presents a very 

good agreement with the experimental ones, as can be observed in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2. Schematic representation, approximate assignment and symmetry (considering a 

local D2h symmetry point group) of selected molecular orbitals of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, 

calculated with the TD-B3LYP/6-31+G* approximation. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of the experimental UV-visible spectrum of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 in 

CH3CN solution with the scaled one-electron transitions spectrum calculated with the TD-

B3LYP/6-31+G* approximation. 
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An extremely weak absorption around 630 nm, observed only at concentrations higher than 

10
-3

 M, was assigned to the HOMO → LUMO transition, according with theoretical 

predictions. The HOMO, schematically represented in Figure 2, can be approximately 

described as *S‒Ni, composed by the Ni 3dyz and S 3pz atomic orbitals of the ligands, with 

B3g symmetry in the frame of the D2h symmetry point group. The LUMO is associated with a 

*S‒Ni (B1g), formed by the Ni 3dxy and the S 3p (in the direction of the S‒Ni chemical 

bonds) atomic orbitals of the xanthate ligands. The 630 nm band can then be interpreted as 

*S‒Ni (B3g) → *S‒Ni (B1g) transition, which is expected with very low intensity since it is 

symmetry forbidden in the D2h point group. The present description is also in agreement with 

previous works on related Ni (II) square planar complexes that assigned a similar absorption 

to a Laporte forbidden “d→ d” transition [43,44]. 

The second band in the experimental electronic spectra, occurring at 470 nm with a 

moderated intensity, was assigned to the HOMO → LUMO+1 transition. As depicted in 

Figure 2, the LUMO+1 is composed by the S 3pz, C 2pz, and O 2pz atomic orbitals of the 

xanthate ligands, forming a *OCS2 molecular orbital, with a B1u symmetry. This absorption 

can then be described as an allowed *S‒Ni (B3g) → *OCS2 (B1u), and interpreted as a 

metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band. The next absorption, at 415 nm, is proposed to 

arise from the HOMO-2 → LUMO+1 transition. The Ni dxz, S 3pz, C 2pz, and O 2pz atomic 

orbitals are combined in a *Ni‒S2CO (HOMO-2) molecular orbital with B2g symmetry. This 

transition, *Ni‒S2CO (B2g) → *OCS2 (B1u), can also be classify as MLCT band. 

The most intense absorption in the UV-visible spectra, at 316 nm, can be originated by two 

symmetry allowed electronic transitions with very close energies: HOMO-3 → LUMO+2 (S 

3pz (Au) → *OCS2 (B2g)) and HOMO-4 → LUMO (S 3p (B2u) → *S‒Ni (B1g) transitions). 

The S 3p atomic orbitals of the ligands that conform the HOMO-4 are the ones focused on 
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the direction of the S‒Ni bond, as in the case of the LUMO. The last two bands, at 252 and 

218 nm, were assigned to the symmetry allowed HOMO-7 → LUMO (S 3p (B3u) → *S‒Ni 

(B1g)) transition, that corresponds to a LMCT, and HOMO-10 → LUMO+1 (S‒Ni (B2g) → 

*OCS2 (B1u)), respectively. As depicted in Figure 2, HOMO-10 has contributions of S 3pz 

and Ni dxz atomic orbitals, with a minor component of O 2pz orbitals. 

The interpretation and assignment of the UV-visible spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 

complex described in the precedent paragraphs, and resumed in Table 1, is in complete 

agreement with the qualitative description of the UV-visible spectra of related Ni(II) 

complexes previously studied [38,45,46]. As will be explained in the Conclusion Section, this 

schematic and simplified interpretation of the UV-visible spectra in terms of molecular 

orbitals transitions allows the experimental determination of the energy differences between 

some of the involved orbitals. 

 

3.2. Resonance Raman spectroscopy 

The Resonance Raman spectroscopy combines vibrational and electronic spectroscopies. If 

the Raman spectrum is taken with an excitation energy that coincides with or approximates to 

the corresponding energy of an electronic transition, the vibrational modes associated with 

the excited state are enhanced. This univocal correspondence can then be used as a useful 

assignment criterion, either for the electronic transition if the vibrational assignment is known 

with confidence, or for the identification of the vibrational mode in the case of a clearly 

assigned electronic transition. 

In the present work, the resonance Raman excitation profile of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 in 

acetone solutions, with excitation energies between 647.1 and 457.9 nm, was determined. 

Prior to the analysis of the resonance Raman spectra, a traditional vibration study (including 

FTIR and FTRaman of the solid sample) was performed, in order to assign the bands to the 
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vibrational modes. Figure S1 of the Supplementary Information shows the FTIR and Raman 

spectra and Table S2 lists the FTIR and FTRaman wavenumbers observed in the spectra, 

together with the predicted values calculated with the B3LYP/6-31+G* approximation, and a 

tentative assignment, performed mainly with the aid of the theoretical calculations and the 

usual comparison with related species [38,47-50]. 

Figure 4 depicts a selected region of the Raman spectra of the complex in an acetone 

solution, used as internal standard, measured with 647.1, 514.5, 496.5, 488.0, 476.5 and 

457.9 nm excitation energies. In the Raman spectrum taken with radiation of 647.1 nm, only 

bands of the solvent can be observed. As the energy of the radiation increases, two new 

bands, at approximately 661 and 619 cm
-1

, become discernable. The peak at 661 cm
-1

 is 

assigned, according to the vibrational analysis presented in the Supplementary Information, 

to the s (SCS)i.p vibrational mode, that belongs to the totally symmetric representation of the 

chromophore if the D2h local symmetry is considered. The Raman excitation profile of this 

mode (the plot of the intensity of the band with respect to the intensity of a band of a standard 

as a function of the excitation energy) depicted in Figure 5, clearly follows the shape of the 

electronic UV-visible spectrum. This experimental finding confirms the assignment of the 

476 nm electronic band to a transition to an empty molecular orbital localized on the ‒CS2 

group (see Table 1 and Figure 2). 
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 between 850 and 500 cm
-1

 excited with 

wavelengths between 647.1 and 457.9 nm, normalized with respect to the 788 cm
-1

band of 

the solvent (acetone). 

 

Figure 5. UV-visible spectrum (black trace) and Raman excitation profile of s (S‒CS) 

normalized with respect to the 788 cm
-1

 Raman band of acetone (red trace) of 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 in acetone solution. 
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The band at 619 cm
-1

, that approximately presents the same behavior than the s (SCS)i.p 

vibrational mode, does not correspond to a fundamental vibration (see Table S2). It is well 

known that in resonance Raman conditions, the non fundamental bands are intensified by an 

enhancement factor that approximately correspond to the multiplication of the enhancement 

factors of the fundamentals. For this reason, overtone and combination bands are more 

intense in resonance Raman spectra that in “normal” Raman spectra (see, for example, 

reference 51). The band at 619 cm
-1

 was then assigned to a combination mode of as (SNiS)i.p. 

(B1g) and  (SCS)i.p. (Ag), also associated with the electronic transition in the chomophore. 

 

3.3. Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES) 

Table 2 lists the values of binding energies of the inner shells electrons (in eV) for the 

nickel complex (calculated using eq. 2 of the Experimental Section). In the photoelectron 

spectra corresponding to the ionization of the C 1s electrons, two signals can be observed (see 

Figure 6). The first one, around 282 eV, was assigned to the C 1s electrons of all carbon 

atoms present in the complex. The second signal, near 300 eV, is a weak broadband that was 

assigned to a shake-up satellite of the C 1s. The region of ionization of O 1s electrons shows 

only one signal. The signal due to the S 2p electrons appears as a broad band that fails to 

resolve the expected doublet caused by the spin-orbit coupling [52]. The signals due to 

ionization of 3s (109 eV) and 3p (65 eV) electrons of the nickel atom were also observed in 

Figure 6. The binding energies listed in Table 2 are similar to those reported previously for 

potassium ethyl xanthate, sodium isopropylxanthate, and various nickel (II) complexes with 

‒OCS2‒ group containing ligands [53,54].
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Table 2. Binding energies (in eV) of internal electrons of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2
 

Eb [eV] Assignment Eb 
[a]

 

860 

Ni 2p 1/2 870.0 

Ni 2p 3/2 852.7 

531 O 1s 543.1 

- K 2s 378.6 

300 C 1s shake up  

282 C 1s 284.2 

224 S 2s 230.9 

160 

S 2p 1/2 163.6 

S 2p 3/2 162.5 

109 Ni 3s 110.8 

65 

Ni 3p 1/2 68.0 

Ni 3p 3/2 66.2 

[a]
 Binding Energy (Eb, eV) of the elements in their natural state from reference 55 
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Figure 6. Photoelectron spectra corresponding to the C 1s (310-270 eV, grey), O 1s (535-515 

eV, red), S 2s and S 2p (240-150 eV, blue) and Ni 3s and Ni 3p (120-50eV, green) electrons 

of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2. 

 

3.4. X Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) Spectroscopy  

The XANES spectra are characterized by resonances arising from the excitation of core or 

inner-shell electrons to low energy unoccupied molecular orbitals. For such transitions the 

rule L = ± 1 become operative. Therefore, only molecular orbitals with p character (L = 1) 

obey the rule when 1s core electrons (L = 0) are excited by resonant X-ray absorption. 

The average of ten XANES spectra measured in the region of excitation of S 1s (K) 

electrons is shown in Figure 7, together with the corresponding second derivative of the 

spectra. The presence of three pre-ionization threshold resonances, at 2469.1, 2469.7, and 

2471.1 eV, can be clearly observed in the figure. A forth peak, close to 2473.3 eV, seems also 

be present. 

In the case of a transition metal complex with sulfur-containing ligands, the S 3p orbitals 

are directly involved in the bonds with the transition metal ions, M3d ‒ S3p, so the S 1s 
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XANES spectra provides a direct probe of the ligand-metal interactions. The observed 

intensity of these transitions is proportional to the fraction of S 3p orbitals in the empty 

antibonding molecular orbitals, and was proposed to provide direct evidence of the ligand 

contribution to the antibonding empty or partially occupied orbitals [56-60]. In previous 

reports, the interpretation of the resonances in the region of excitation of S 1s electrons was 

aided by the use of several theoretical calculation, as for example DFT, TD-DFT, NPA, AIM 

methods, among others [56,61-63]. 

In the present study, a plausible interpretation of the resonances, based mainly in the results 

of the TD-DTF calculation presented previously, can be through transitions from S 1s orbital 

to LUMO (*SNi), LUMO+1 (*OCS2), and LUMO+2 (*OCS2), respectively. As 

depicted in Figure 2, the 3p S atomic orbitals significantly contribute to these three LUMOs. 

The proposed assignment is reinforced if the 0.6 eV energy difference between LUMO and 

LUMO+1 obtained from the S 1s XANES spectra is compared with the 0.7 eV energy 

difference observed for the same pair of molecular orbital in the UV-visible spectra. Taking 

into account the experimental uncertainties in the determination of the XANES maxima, we 

can conclude that these two values are in complete agreement. An energy difference of 2.0 

eV between LUMO and LUMO+2 can also be calculated from the S 1s XANES spectra. 

The O 1s (K) XANES spectrum of the complex is depicted in Figure 7. After 

deconvolution of the spectrum, three resonances at 528.4, approximately 529.7, and 530.9 eV 

can be determined below the ionization potential of the O 1s electrons. The first two 

resonances, with similar intensities, were assigned to O 1s → LUMO+1 (*OCS2) and O1s 

→ LUMO+2 (*OCS2) transitions, respectively, with the aid of theoretical calculations. The 

approximate 1.3 eV energy difference between LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 obtained from this 

spectrum agrees fairly well with the E = 1.4 eV found in the S 1s XANES spectra for this 

two MOs. The third transition is assigned to the promotion of the O 1s electron to LUMO+3, 
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a molecular orbital that can be described, according with theoretical calculations, as entirely 

delocalized over the whole complex, with contributions of the O 2p, C 2p and Ni 3d AOs. 

Three resonance signals can be observed below the ionization potential of the C 1s (K) 

electrons, at 285.0, 286.4, and 287.6 eV (see Figure 7). According with the predicted 

character of the LUMOs, these resonances can be assigned to transitions from C 1s to 

LUMO+1, LUMO+2, and LUMO+3. The experimental energy differences between these 

molecular orbital are coincident with the obtained from the O 1s XANES spectrum described 

previously, giving confidence to the proposed assignment. 

 

 

Figure 7. Average of X-ray absorption spectra and second derivative of the spectra of solid 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 measured in the S 1s (left), O 1s (middle) and C 1s (right) energy 

regions. 

 

The averaged XANES spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 in the excitation region of the 

core Ni (K) 1s electrons are presented in Figure 8. From the second derivative of the spectra, 

also shown in the figure, two resonances at 8328.9 and 8333.1 eV can be discerned. The first 

band, with very low intensity, was readily attributed to the symmetry forbidden Ni 1s → 

*SNi transition, according to previous studies on nickel (II) salts and complexes, that 
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assigned a pre-edge low-intensity resonance to a Ni 1s → Ni 3d transition (from a Ni 1s 

atomic orbital to unoccupied antibonding orbitals with Ni 3d character) [64,65]. 

The second and most intense band, at 8332.6 eV, should arise from an allowed Ni 1s → Ni 

4p transition, referred as “white line” in the literature [64,65].
 
This transition was tentatively 

assigned to a promotion of a Ni 1s electron to LUMO+4, which is predicted with an 

important contribution of Ni 4p atomic orbitals, combined with S 3p orbitals. According with 

this proposed assignment, an energy difference of 3.7 eV between LUMO and LUMO+4 can 

be calculated from the spectra depicted in Figure 8. A very low intensity resonance in the S 

1s XANES spectra (see Figure 7) presents also the same energy difference with the S 1s → 

*SNi transition, which allow us to propose that this peak, at about 2473.3 eV, can be 

assigned to a S 1s → LUMO+4 transition. 

The XANES spectra of the Ni L-edge energy region were also measured, and are presented 

in Figure 8. Two pair of bands at 847.7/850.6 and 864.8/867.8 eV, with similar shapes and 

relative intensities, are observed in the spectra. The L edge XANES spectra of nickel 

compounds are composed by two signals due to spin-orbit coupling, L3 (2p3/2) and L2 (2p1/2), 

with a separation of 16 eV for Ni(0) [66,67]. In the present case the pair of bands are 

separated by 17.1/17.2 eV, and with relative intensities close to 2, indicating that corresponds 

to L3 and L2 transitions, respectively. According to the L = ±1 selection rule, 2p
6
 3d

8
 → 2p

5
 

3d
9
 allowed transitions are expected to present the highest intensities. On the other hand, 2p 

→ 4s transitions also allowed by the dipole selection rule, have in general only about 1/30 of 

the intensity of the 2p → 3d transitions [68]. 
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Figure 8. Average of five XANES spectra and second derivative of the spectra of solid 

Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 measured in the Ni 1s energy region (top) and of ten XANES spectra 

in the Ni 2p energy region (bottom). 

 

The resonances at 847.7 and 864.8 eV were then assigned to the L3 and L2 components of 

transitions from Ni 2p AOs to the LUMO (*S‒Ni), composed by the Ni dxy AO. The bands 

at 850.6 and 867.8 eV were attributed to the L3 and L2 branches of the transitions to 

LUMO+3, which presents contributions of the O 2p, C 2p and Ni 3d AOs. This assignment 

gives an energy difference between LUMO and LUMO+3 of 2.9 (L3) or 3.0 (L2) eV, in very 

good agreement with the E obtained from the other XANES spectra described previously. 

Table 3 compiles the energies of all the XANES resonances, together with a tentative 

assignment of the transitions. 
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Table 3. Energy (eV) and proposed assignment of the resonances observed in XANES 

spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 

Energy / eV Tentative assignment 

8333.1 Ni 1s → LUMO+4 

8328.9 Ni 1s → LUMO 

2473.3 S 1s → LUMO+4 

2471.1 S 1s → LUMO+2 

2469.7 S 1s → LUMO+1 

2469.1 S 1s → LUMO 

867.8 Ni 2p → LUMO+3 (L2) 

864.8 Ni 2p → LUMO (L2) 

850.6 Ni 2p → LUMO+3 (L3) 

847.7 Ni 2p → LUMO (L3) 

530.9 O 1s → LUMO+3 

529.7 O 1s → LUMO+2 

528.4 O 1s → LUMO+1 

287.6 C 1s → LUMO+3 

286.4 C 1s → LUMO+2 

285.0 C 1s → LUMO+1 

 

An earlier study of the electronic structure of complexes with square planar geometry 

around a nickel central atom, including the Ni(CH3CH2OC(S)S)2 complex [69], has reported 

experimental results that are comparable with the obtained in the present work. However, the 
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authors considered a square planar symmetry for the complex, arriving to a different 

assignment. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 9 schematically summarizes the construction of an energy level diagram through the 

assigned electronic transitions in the UV-visible and Ni 1s, S 1s, Ni 2p, O 1s and C 1s 

XANES spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2, described previously in this paper. From the 

energy differences of two transitions either from the same initial MO to a different final MO 

or from a different initial MO to a same final MO, a quantitative molecular orbital diagram 

can be constructed. Table 4 lists some selected energy differences between valence, inner and 

core molecular orbitals. As can be appreciated in the table, the values are at most within 0.1 

eV between different spectroscopies.  

 

Table 4. Selected experimental molecular orbital energy differences (in eV) extracted from 

the UV-Vis and XANES spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 

 

Experimental energy difference / 

eV 

Spectroscopy 

(LUMO+4) ‒ (LUMO) 

4.2 XANES (Ni 1s) 

4.2 XANES (S 1s) 

(LUMO+3) ‒ (LUMO+2) 

1.2 XANES (O 1s) 

1.2 XANES (C 1s) 

(LUMO+3) ‒ (LUMO+1) 

2.5 XANES (O 1s) 

2.6 XANES (C 1s) 
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Experimental energy difference / 

eV 

Spectroscopy 

(LUMO+2) ‒ (LUMO+1) 

1.4 XANES (S 1s) 

1.3 XANES (O 1s) 

1.4 XANES (C 1s) 

(LUMO+3) ‒ (LUMO) 

2.9 XANES (Ni 2p3/2) 

3.0 XANES (Ni 2p1/2) 

(LUMO+2) ‒ (LUMO) 2.0 XANES (S 1s) 

(LUMO+1) ‒ (LUMO) 

0.7 UV-Vis 

0.6 XANES (S 1s) 

(LUMO+1) ‒ (HOMO) 2.6 UV-Vis 

(LUMO) ‒ (HOMO) 1.9 UV-Vis 

(LUMO+1) ‒ (HOMO-2) 3.0 UV-Vis 

(LUMO) ‒ (HOMO-5) 3.2 UV-Vis 

(LUMO) ‒ (HOMO-7) 4.9 UV-Vis 

(LUMO+1) ‒ (HOMO-10) 5.7 UV-Vis 

(C 1s) ‒ (Ni 2p1/2) 580.2 XANES (Ni 2p1/2 / C 1s) 

(C 1s) ‒ (Ni 2p3/2) 563.0 XANES (Ni 2p3/2 / C 1s) 

(O 1s) ‒ (Ni 2p1/2) 336.9 XANES (Ni 2p1/2 / O 1s) 

(O 1s) ‒ (Ni 2p3/2) 319.7 XANES (Ni 2p3/2 / O 1s) 

(C 1s) ‒ (O 1s) 243.4 XANES (O 1s / C 1s) 

(C 1s) ‒ (S 1s) 2184.7 XANES (S 1s / C 1s) 

(O 1s) ‒ (S 1s) 1941.3 XANES (S 1s / O 1s) 

(Ni 2p3/2) ‒ (S 1s) 1621.4 XANES (S 1s / Ni 2p3/2) 
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Experimental energy difference / 

eV 

Spectroscopy 

(Ni 2p1/2) ‒ (S 1s) 1604.3 XANES (S 1s / Ni 2p3/2) 

(Ni 2p3/2) ‒ (Ni 1s) 7481.2 XANES (Ni 1s / Ni 2p3/2) 

(Ni 2p1/2) ‒ (Ni 1s) 7464.1 XANES (Ni 1s / Ni 2p3/2) 

(S 1s) ‒ (Ni 1s) 5859.8 XANES (Ni 1s / S 1s) 

(HOMO) ‒ (Ni 1s) 8328.9 XANES (Ni 1s) 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Schematic energy level diagram scheme of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 showing the 

electronic transitions extracted from UV-visible and XANES spectra. 

 

The results presented here constitutes a quite remarkable example of the combination, like 

a puzzle, of a set of robust conventional and innovative experimental techniques  UV-
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visible, resonance Raman, PES and XANES spectroscopies  together with TD-DFT 

methods, for the study of the electronic structure of a coordination complexes. In addition to 

the possibility of the construction of a quantitative energy level diagram as the one showed in 

Figure 9, the comparison of very similar results arising from completely different techniques, 

as UV-visible and XANES spectroscopies, guarantees and reinforces the assignment of the 

transitions. Moreover, the inclusion of resonance Raman results represents also an indirect 

corroboration of the assignment of one of the electronic transition. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION. 

Absorption maximum and molar absorptivities (ε) for each peak, obtained by UV-Visible 

spectroscopy in solvents with different polarities (Table S1), comparison between 

experimental and theoretical vibrational bands, IR and Raman experimental and calculated 

(B3LYP/6-31+G*) wavenumbers (cm
-1

) (Table S2), FT-IR and Raman (between 3250–100 

cm
-1

) spectra of Ni(CH3(CH2)2OC(S)S)2 (Figure S1). 
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Highlights 

 

 An experimental quantitative molecular orbital diagram was constructed using the 

information extracted from the different techniques. 

 XANES spectra were interpreted in terms of the promotion of core electrons to unoccupied 

electronic levels. 

 The analysis of the Raman excitation profiles of selected vibrational modes of the complex 

reinforces the electronic assignment. 
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